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Pirates 
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Elementary School 

Large Group Script 

Week 7 – Elementary     
Large Group Script 
 

Need to Know 
The Good News is Treasure to Share! 
 

Bible Story 
Jesus is Alive! & Jesus is Taken to Heaven 

Mark 16; Luke 24; Acts 1:1-11 
 

Characters: 

 CAPTAIN FILTHY MCGREEDY- Captain of the pirate ship he/she has renamed “The Penny 

Pincher”. McGreedy is your typical pirate–pillaging and plundering his/her way through 

life. McGreedy’s name fits his/her character because he/she has NEVER shared any 

treasure with the rest of his/her crew. McGreedy became so greedy and hesitant to trust 

others because his/her first pirate crew stole his/her treasure map and left him/her 

marooned on an island. Captain McGreedy knows everything there is to know about 

sailing the seven seas, but isn’t so great at reading or navigating on land. He/she also has 

a terrible fear of small fish that can nibble at your toes and will do anything to stay away 

from them! Character Inspiration: Captain Jack Sparrow, Barbosa, or anyone from Pirates 

of the Caribbean. 

 

 CAPTAIN BUCKO REDHAND – Pirate captain who disguises him/herself as Walker in order 

to get revenge on McGreedy. As one of the most feared pirates in all the seven seas, no 

one has ever caught Redhand in the act of pirating and no one has ever plundered 

his/her treasure…no one except McGreedy! Bent on revenge, Redhand refuses to share 

anything he/she finds with McGreedy. Character Inspiration: the character twist for Hans 

in Frozen. 

Props: 

 Treasure Chests (2) - Captain McGreedy brings on stage 

 Map - Walker has in pocket 

 Skull Map - Walker has in pocket 

 Spyglass - in Captain McGreedy’s belt 

 Key - in Redhand’s pocket 

 Paper Plates (2) - on table, replace each service 

 Bubble Gum Tape (2) - on table, replace each service 

 Gloves (2 pair) - on table, replace each service 

 Paper Towels - on table, replace each service 

 Table - wherever is easiest for volunteers to carry onstage 

 Large Candy Prizes (2) - on table, replace each service 

 Small Candy Prizes (2) - on table, replace each service 

 

PLAY Environmental Music in iTunes (until Counter fires) 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Counter 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: PIR_ES_Teaching (Logo with Teaching Music) 

 

Worship leader(s) take stage. 
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LIGHTS AT 100% 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Hello there, buckos! Welcome back to the last week of our pirates series! I’m so 

sad to see Captains Redhand and McGreedy leave, but I know the best way to 

get over that sadness is by singing with my favorite pirate crew! So everyone 

stand up with me! 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Song (“Away We Go!”) 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: PIR_ES_Teaching (Logo with Teaching Music) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

Blow me down! I think that was the best I’ve heard you sing out of this whole 

series! Now, let’s find out if Captain Redhand and Captain McGreedy are going 

to find the treasure where X marks the spot on their map! Everyone throw three 

fingers up in the air and count it down with me. Ready? 3...2...1...ACTION! 

 

Worship leader(s) exit. Stage should look disheveled - as if the storm messed everything up. 

 

ACT 1: Let’s Clean Up! 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Opener    

 

AUTO ADVANCE: PIR_ES_Acting 3 (moving land backdrop with moving clouds  w/ land 

Music) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

REDHAND and CAPTAIN MCGREEDY enter. CAPTAIN MCGREEDY is carrying treasure chests and 

looks distraught. 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Looking around at the disaster on stage) Blimey! Redhand, we’s been cleanin all 

day and we still hasn’t made any progress on gettin me ship back to normal! That 

storm really tore up everythin!!  

 

REDHAND 

(Starting to stand barrels up) I told ye that was the greatest of all sea storms! I’s 

just glad we was able to hide below deck. If we had been up here, we mighta 

been blown overboard! 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Whimpering) It’s gonna take me forever to be gettin everything lookin as ship-

shape as before. Plus, (holding up treasure chests) the wind knocked over all the 

treasure chests in me treasure room! It be such a mess in there! Thar be gold coins 
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everywhere! (Setting treasure chests down, helping Redhand clean up stage) 

Have ye checked all the ship supplies to make sure we’s not got any damage? 

 

REDHAND 

(Stopping cleaning up) Nay. We should go through the standard pirate checklist, 

shouldn’t we? 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Having a proud moment) Ye mean we be doing this together? What’s gotten 

into you today? You seem to be changin’ your ways! I’s be liking it! Now, I’ll be 

callin out the part of the ship and ye check to make sure it’s not damaged. We’ll 

start with me sails. How do those look matey?  

 

REDHAND 

(Looking up, as if looking above them at sails) They be fine. They be flying high 

with no problem. I don’t see no holes in them at all. 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(As if going through a mental checklist) Sails...check! Now how about the deck of 

the ship? Do ye see any damage to the deck?  

 

REDHAND 

(Finally giving in to help, getting down on all fours, crawling around the stage 

while inspecting the floor) I don’t see no damage to the deck, McGreedy. Not 

even a mere scratch. This be a well built ship. 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Going back through checklist) Sails...check! Deck...check! (Suddenly thinking) 

What about me cannons? Do those still be workin? Go down below deck and 

check on them, Redhand! 

 

REDHAND exits, calling over shoulder while going. 

 

REDHAND 

(Over shoulder) Aye, aye, Captain McGreedy! 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Calling after Redhand) And check the hull of me ship while ye’s down there! 

Make sure thar be no holes in The Penny Pincher! 

 

ACT 2: Whoops! 
 

REDHAND (from offstage) 

(Calling out) Cannons be lookin good, McGreedy! 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Wk7_Cannon SFX (Land backdrop w/ SFX) 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: PIR_ES_Acting 3 
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CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Impressed) Aye! Those cannons be soundin mighty fine! (Adding a side note) 

Which they should be! When I traded fer this here ship, that captain told me it be 

the best ship in all the seven seas! 

 

REDHAND enters, shy, as if not wanting to admit something to CAPTAIN MCGREEDY. 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY (cont’d) 

(Acknowledging Redhand) I hear those cannons be workin, aye Redhand? 

(Curious, wanting to finish checklist) But how ‘bout the hull of me ship? Did ye 

notice any holes? 

 

REDHAND 

(Obviously making up an excuse, using hands to show how big the hole is) I has 

some bad news, McGreedy. Thar be a hole (spreading arms out as far as they’ll 

go) ‘bout this big in the cannon room below deck. I believes that storm got the 

best of yer ship after all.  

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Shocked, angry) WHAT?!? I has a hole in me ship? Now how is I supposed to 

keep sailin? 

 

REDHAND 

(Trying to interject) Uh, McGreedy -  

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Not letting Redhand finish) I’s gonna go down below deck and take a look at 

that thar hole!  

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY exits, rambling about the hole until gone from stage. 

 

REDHAND 

(Nervous, chewing fingernails, confessing to kids) Ok crew. I be needin yer help. I 

has some news I don’t want to be sharin with McGreedy. Ye see, the storm didn’t 

make that hole in the ship…(pausing) I did. When I was lookin at the cannons, me 

foot slipped. When I tried to catch meself, I pulled the string fer the cannon to fire 

AND it blasted a hole right in the side of the ship because it wasn’t aimed right! 

 

(Pacing, nervous) I can’t be tellin Captain McGreedy the news about how I blew 

a hole in the ship! He/she will make me be walkin the plank again! Ye all saw how 

angry McGreedy got about that hole. (Starting to tiptoe offstage) Maybe I can 

just get off the ship before McGreedy notices!  

 

REDHAND starts to exit in the direction opposite of CAPTAIN MCGREEDY. REDHAND is trying to be 

sly by tiptoeing offstage.  

 

Right as REDHAND gets to the edge of the stage, CAPTAIN MCGREEDY enters, still angry. 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Crossing arms, not happy) Thar be a hole all right! (Noticing Redhand tiptoeing 

away) Where do ye be goin, Redhand? 
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REDHAND 

(Covering for self, making something up) I...uh...was...just…(taking map and Skull 

map out of pocket) going to get these maps out! (Carrying maps over to Captain 

McGreedy) I thought ye could get yer mind off of the bad news about the hole in 

yer ship by followin the map to the treasure!  

 

(Acting like it’s no big deal) Anyways, it’s not like ye be needin to fix yer ship while 

we be on land! And once ye find the treasure, ye’ll be able to buy the best wood 

in all of Israel! Them the Penny Pincher will be in top-top shape fer yer next 

voyage! 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Thinking, agreeing, starting to calm down) I guess ye has a point, there, matey. 

(Trying to make self feel better) Some fresh air might be good for me ship. Let all 

that dustiness below deck air out. (Agreeing, ready to move on) Aye. Let’s have 

a look at those maps, Redhand. 

 

ACT 3: Skull Rock 
 

REDHAND 

(Handing map and skull map to Captain McGreedy to hold up) Why don’t ye 

hold ‘em, Captain McGreedy? Ye’ve had a long day. It might make ye feel 

better to hold the treasure maps! 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Putting map and skull map together, holding them up for both actors to look at, 

agreeing) Aye. This do make me feel better. Now, how far do we be from the 

treasure, Redhand? 

 

REDHAND 

(Pointing on map) Well, here’s where we be right now, in a town called 

Jerusalem. We’s need to be looking for the skull of the rock!  

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Acting 3 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Putting maps away) Well then I’ll be gettin me treasure chests ready fer all the 

treasure we’s about to find! (Picking up treasure chests from stage, opening 

them, dusting them out, etc.)  

 

REDHAND 

(Grabbing spyglass from McGreedy) I’ll start lookin through the spyglass and see 

if I can be findin anything. (Pausing for a few seconds before going on with next 

line) 

 

(Moving to the side of the stage, looking through spyglass, starts scratching nose) 

Yes! I thinks I found it! 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Rushing over to see what Redhand found) What do it be, matey? 
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REDHAND 

(Turning to face Captain McGreedy, starts picking nose - really reaching for a big 

one!) I’s had this sea monster-sized booger up me nose all day, and I finally think I 

found it! (Still digging in nose) I just has to get it out now! 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Rolling eyes, can’t believe Redhand just did that) Shiver me timbers, Redhand, I 

thoughts ye found the treasure. Let me know if ye find anything that’s NOT the 

kind of gold ye find in yer nose! 

 

REDHAND 

(Pulling finger out as if getting booger out, inspecting it, then wiping it on Captain 

McGreedy as he/she walks away) Aye, aye, captain! (Looking through spyglass 

again)  

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Going back to treasure chests) I’ve got the treasure chests be ready to fill with 

treasure now! 

 

REDHAND 

(Excited, calling out again) Captain McGreedy, I thinks I really found something 

this time! (Holding out spyglass for Captain McGreedy to take a look) 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Standing up, looking through spyglass, adjusting to make view clear) What did 

ye find matey? A giant pile of gold? More jewels than ye’ve ever laid eyes on? 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Wk7_Spyglass_Golgotha (Golgotha through spyglass) 

 

REDHAND 

(Referring to Golgotha) Ye see, McGreedy? That thar rock be in the shape of a 

skull. That’s the symbol we pirates know all too well. I think that be a pirate 

message. If the skull be in the rock, then where do the crossbones be? I bet they 

be makin an X on the ground...which is where the treasure be buried! (Holds up 

key) No worries, I still gots our key. (Runs offstage, excited to find treasure) 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Walking offstage, opposite side from Redhand) Then I best be off to find 

somethin to patch the ship. We gots to have a sturdy vessel to carry all the 

treasure. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Wk7_Bible Story 

 

One of the most important places in Israel is right here in Jerusalem where Jesus 

spent his final days on earth. Jesus knew that God had a purpose in sending him 

here – God wanted to show us how to live, but more than anything, He wanted 

to show each one of us His love. God did that by allowing Jesus, his Son, to take 

the punishment for all the wrong things we have done, dying a cruel death on a 

cross.  
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The place where Jesus died was on a hill near Golgotha, which means “place of 

the skull.” Pirates have used the skull as a symbol for centuries and it reminds me, 

every time I see it, that God loved me so much, he gave his only Son to take the 

punishment for all the stealin, the cheatin and the selfish things I’ve done. 

 

After Jesus died, his body was taken and placed in a garden tomb. Jesus’ friends 

thought that was the end. But, 3 days later, God sent an angel to roll away the 

stone in front of the tomb. Jesus’ friends went to the place where Jesus was 

buried but he wasn’t there! They were met by an angel who told them, “Jesus is 

alive!”  

 

Jesus surprised his friends by appearing to them to prove that he was alive. He 

even appeared to two men who were walking on the road to Emmaus. These 

men didn’t recognize Jesus at first but when they did, they began to tell everyone 

that Jesus was alive! 

 

It was so hard to believe! Not only did God allow Jesus to take our punishment for 

the wrong things we’ve done, but he also brought Jesus back to life!  

When we choose to follow Jesus, God forgives us for all the wrong things we do. 

He begins to change our hearts to be more like His – loving, kind and generous. 

He puts His Spirit inside of us and that’s a Spirit that lives forever! That’s good news 

which is better than gold! 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: PIR_ES_Acting 3 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

ACT 4: Where’s the Treasure? 
 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY enters, chewing gum. 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

I be finding the best putty to fix the hole in me ship (stretches out gum from 

mouth) tasty and sticky.  

 

REDHAND runs in, bewildered but excited.  

 

REDHAND 

Ahoy, Captain, I can’t be believing this but I be findin the “X” that mark the spot 

thar by the place of the skull and sure enough there was a treasure chest buried 

deep in the ground!  

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Excited) Avast, ye did it me matey! I’ll grab me own treasure chest and we’ll fill it 

up with sliver, diamonds, rubies and gold! 

 

REDHAND 

Argh, Captain, ye need to slow down for me to tell you the rest of me story!  

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

Aye! Go on then!  
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REDHAND 

(Amazed) Something amazin’ got a hold of me Captain, and I don’t be having 

the right words to explain it but all’s I can say is when I took out the key we got in 

Bethlehem it actually be workin!  

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

Well, blow me down! The key unlocked the gold and dabloons?!   

 

REDHAND 

No, but it was even better! The treasure chest opened and before me very eyes I 

saw pictures of what happened in that very place. There was an ol pirate chum 

tellin me how the “X” marked the spot whar Jesus be taking my punishment. 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Surprised) Ye mean to tell me ye went to the very place whar Jesus died?  

 

REDHAND 

Aye! But the best part is I be hearing the good news which is better than silver, 

rubies or gold dabloons!  I be hearin that God be loving me so that He brought 

Jesus back to life!  He’s the one whose been stirring in me piratey heart to make 

me see that the pirate’s life’s not fer me! 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Surprisingly ok with it) I’s be feelin like we’ve been on a special journey to 

discover the real treasure which be the good news of God’s love! 

 

REDHAND 

(Looking down at the ground, ashamed) Speaking of news, I has something to tell 

ye, McGreedy. (Sad) I blew the hole in yer ship with the cannon by accident. It 

wasn’t the storm that did it to her. I be really sorry, bucko. (Dejected) I know ye’s 

gonna make me walk the plank now, aren’t ye? 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

(Surprisingly ok with it) It be ok, matey. I figured out what happened when I 

walked below deck and saw all the black gunpowder around the hole. It’s ok 

that ye messed up, Redhand. We all do. That’s why the news about Jesus 

forgiven us be so good! That’s what’s been changing us! And now that we be 

knowin it, we needs to be telling the good news of Jesus to everyone ‘round the 

world! 

 

REDHAND 

(Excited) Well then let’s be settin sail! We’s gots a lot of people to tell! (Suddenly 

remembering, sad) But we hasn’t gotten a chance to fix the hole in yer ship yet! 

How do we sail across the world with a hole in our ship? 

 

CAPTAIN MCGREEDY 

It be ok! I think I gots an idea. 
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REDHAND 

Then, once the ship is fixed, we can keep sailin west as we chase the sunset 

across the seven seas until we’s shared the treasure of the good news with 

everyone in the world! 

 

REDHAND/REDHAND and CAPTAIN MCGREEDY exit. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Teaching (Logo w/ Teaching Music) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

Worship leaders take stage. 

 

WORSHIP/WRAP UP 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Wow! What an adventure! Captain McGreedy and Redhand found the greatest 

treasure ever today - the treasure of the good news about Jesus. Let’s see if you 

can remember what the good news is by reviewing what happened! 

 

 What news did Redhand NOT want to tell McGreedy?  (That he/she was the 

one who made the hole in the ship) 

 Did Captain McGreedy want to share the good news about Jesus or keep it 

to himself/herself? (Share it) 

 Can you share the good news about Jesus with others?  (Yes) 

 

Absolutely you can! The good news about Jesus is that He loves us so much and 

He died to take the punishment for our sins. That way, our friendship with God can 

be fixed and we can live forever with them in heaven! This is such good news that 

we can’t keep it to ourselves, we need to share this treasure with everyone! And 

that’s what we need to know today, so say this after me! 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Wk7_N2K (Text w/ Teaching Music; “The Good News is Treasure to Share!”) 

 

The Good News (Pause for kids to repeat) 

Is Treasure to Share! (Pause for kids to repeat) 

 

(Optional Motions)  

The Good News (open hands like a book)  

Is Treasure to Share! (spread arms in front of body) 

 

REDHAND and CAPTAIN MCGREEDY come back on stage and whisper something into the 

WORSHIP LEADER’S ear. 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

(After listening to Redhand and Captain McGreedy, to audience) Apparently, 

Redhand and Captain McGreedy were talking below deck and came up with 

an idea for how to fix the hole in McGreedy’s ship. But they need some help. Are 

there four pirate crew members who want to come up and give them a hand? 
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This is a game with a lot of chewing, so don’t offer to play if you can’t have 

chewy things! 

 

WORSHIP LEADER chooses four game contestants (without braces!) while REDHAND and CAPTAIN 

MCGREEDY get the table with paper plates, bubble gum tape, gloves, and paper towels.  

 

While the WORSHIP LEADER explains the game, REDHAND and CAPTAIN MCGREEDY help get kids 

assembled and on teams! (Make two teams of two, give ALL kids gloves, and put a plate and a 

bubble gum tape at each end of the table.) 

 

WORSHIP LEADER (cont’d) 

(To game contestants) All right, mateys! What be yer names? (Allow kids to 

introduce themselves) 

 

(Explaining rules) Here’s what Captain McGreedy told me were the rules. We’ll 

have two teams of two. Each person will take a piece of tape, and then pass it to 

their teammate. Both people on each team will be chewing their gum as fast as 

they can. Once it is nice and chewed up, they’ll take it out of their mouths and 

make a pile of it! After spitting out your chewed gum out, you can get another 

piece! The team with the biggest pile of chewed gum at the end of the game is 

the winner! 

 

(To contestants) Are you ready to chew? (Allow responses, then address 

audience) I’ll need to hear all of you cheering as loud as ye can for who you 

think will win! Now, when I say “CHEW,” these four mateys will start their chewing! 

At the end of 45 seconds, we’ll be seein who has the biggest pile! Ready? Set? 

CHEW! 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Wk7_45SecTimer 

 

During the game, the worship leader should watch for a clear winner. If both teams are 

really close, choose a team to reward! 

 

Also, make sure that kids do NOT just take the whole tape roll and put it in their mouths. 

They have to take off individual pieces! 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: PIR_ES_Teaching 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

(To winning team) Great job, mateys! Here’s a prize for you...but remember, 

Captain McGreedy doesn’t want extra stickiness on the deck of his/her ship, so 

don’t be eating it yet! (Giving winning contestants each a large candy prize) 

Now, we’ve got something for our other team, too! (Giving second place 

contestants each a small candy prize)  

 

(Looking at the huge bubble gum piles) I know Redhand and Captain McGreedy 

are very thankful that you shared your chewing ability with them to fix the ship! 

The hole might have gotten there with gunpowder, but you helped fix it with 

GUM-power!  

 

(Handing plates with piles of bubble gum to Redhand and Captain McGreedy) 

Now they can fix the ship and set sail to tell everyone the good news! 
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FIRE: PIR_ES_Teaching 

 

I’m so excited for next week! I hope you can invite some friends from your school 

to come with you. I have one more thing before you all leave, though. I would 

love to pray with all of you to say thank you to Jesus! 

 

Prayer: Dear Jesus, thank you for dying on the cross to take the punishment for 

our sins. We want to share this good news with everyone we know. Help us tell 

others how much you love them and how you can forgive them for their sins! We 

love you! Amen. 

 

(Dismiss kids) 

 

FIRE: PIR_ES_Outro 

 

 


